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AEC	 	 	 Automated	exposure	control		
ALARA	 	 As	low	as	reasonably	achievable	
ASiR/ASIR	 													Adaptive	Statistical	Iterative	Reconstruction	
BMI	 	 	 Body	mass	index	
CF																																			Cystic	fibrosis	
CD																																		Conventional	dose	
CED	 	 	 Cumulative	effective	dose	
cm	 	 	 Centimetre	 	








DLP	 	 	 Dose-length	product	
ED	 	 	 Effective	dose	
FBP																																Filtered	back	projection	
FOV	 	 	 Field	of	view	
Gy	 	 	 Gray	




IR	 	 	 Iterative	Reconstruction	
kV	 	 	 Tube	voltage		
LD																																			Low-dose	
mA	 	 	 Tube	current	
MBIR	 	 	 Model-Based	Iterative	Reconstruction	
MDCT		 	 Multi	detector	computed	tomography	
mGy	 	 	 Milligray	
mGy.cm	 	 Milligray-centimetre		
MRA																															Magnetic	resonance	angiography		
MRI		 	 	 Magnetic	resonance	imaging	




SD	 	 	 Standard	Deviation	
SNR	 	 	 Signal	to	noise	ratio	
SSDE	 	 	 Size-specific	dose	estimate	
Sv	 	 	 Sievert		
mSv																																Millisievert	
TAP	 	 	 Thorax,	abdomen	and	pelvis	
UCC	 	 	 University	College	Cork	
US																																			Ultrasound	













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 400mA 200mA 100mA 50mA 10mA 
FBP 8 8 8 7 7 
ASIR40 8 8 8 7 7 
MBIR RP05 9 9 8 8 7 
MBIR RP20 9 9 8 7 7 	
Table	2.3	Comparison	of	spatial	resolution	between	each	reconstruction	algorithm	at	each	dose	level.				
 400mA 200mA 100mA 50mA 10mA 
FBP 3 2 1 .5 0 
ASIR40 4 3 1.5 1 0 
MBIR RP05 5 4.5 2.5 1.5 0 
MBIR RP20 5 4.5 2.5 1.5 0 	
Table	2.4	Comparison	of	low	contrast	detectability	between	each	reconstruction	algorithm	at	each	dose	level.				
 400mA 200mA 100mA 50mA 10mA 
FBP .89 .75 .29 .37 0 
ASIR40 1.34 .9 .65 .68 0 
MBIR RP05 1.6 1 1.29 .78 0 


























































































































Level	 Parameter	 CD	ASIR	 LD	ASIR	 LD	MBIR	
CCA	Origin	
SNR	 47.28±27.15	 36.56±22.11	 64.07±29.78*	CNR	 41.24±26.62	 31.90±21.29	 58.07±29.92*	
CCA	
Bifurcation	
SNR	 106.92±35.72	 67.30±49.94	 129.76±84.40	CNR	 94.45±32.30	 58.05±45.72	 110.04±74.26	
Extracranial	
ICA	
SNR	 107.81±53.50	 64.99±80.77	 96.47±55.55	CNR	 95.28±50.04	 53.80±70.49	 79.52±48.30	
Intracranial	
ICA	
SNR	 98.27±25.42	 45.46±45.77	 85.14±56.35	CNR	 87.08±26.17	 38.12±40.46	 64.87±45.93	
V1	
SNR	 52.55±25.65	 36.04±17.80	 64.82±31.40	CNR	 37.95±25.44	 27.78±18.34	 53.98±30.31*	
V3	
SNR	 109.96±55.11	 62.67±53.78	 148.05±165.14	CNR	 95.56±49.50	 52.62±49.44	 126.99±154.62	
V4	
SNR	 109.22±41.48	 52.66±46.97	 104.78±83.69	CNR	 95.66±38.49	 44.28±41.68	 86.33±74.56	
All	levels	













































































































range	1.14-19.42mSv).	The	mean	ED	reduction	from	total	dose	using	the	low-	dose	protocol	was	74.7%.	Mean	ED	dose	reduction	was	87.6%	for	patients	with	a	BMI	of	<25	kg/m2.	There	was	a	statistically	significant	difference	between	conventional	dose	and	low-dose	studies	for	all	methods	of	dose	measurement	(p-value	<0.0001	in	all	cases).	Patients	with	a	BMI	≥25	kg/m2	received	significantly	higher	radiation	doses	than	patients	with	a	BMI	of	<25	kg/m2	for	both	conventional	and	low-dose	studies	for	all	methods	of	radiation	dose	measurement	(p<0.0001	for	all	comparisons).	A	statistically	significant	difference	increase	in	DLP	was	observed	with	increasing	BMI	for	both	low-dose	(r=0.843,	p<0.001)	and	conventional	dose	studies	(r=0.888,	P<0.001).		The	mean	radiation	dose	of	the	low-dose	studies	was	significantly	lower	than	the	conventional	dose	studies	for	all	methods	of	dose	measurement	when	analysed	by	BMI	subgroup	(p<0.0001	for	all	comparisons).					 LD	MBIR	 CD	ASIR		 All	 BMI<25	kg/m2	 BMI≥25	kg/m2	 All	 BMI<25	kg/m2	 BMI≥25	kg/m2	
DLP	(mGy.cm)	 158.5	(118.6)	 77.82	(50.78)	 221.6	(118.5)	 469.1	(325.8)	 230.6	(142.9)	 655.4	(307)	
ED	(mSv)	 2.38	(1.78)	 1.16	(0.76)	 3.32	(1.78)	 7.04	(4.89)	 3.46	(2.14)	 9.83	(4.61)	
CTDIvol	(mGy)	 3.4	 1.66	 4.76	 9.57	 4.92	 13.2	
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(2.74)	 (1.08)	 (2.87)	 (6.26)	 (3.0)	 (5.71)	




















































1.00*	 1.00*	 1.00*		 	 	 	
Diverticulitis	-perforation	 5	1	 5	1	 1.00*	 5	1	 5	1	 1.00*	 1.00*	 1.00*		
Focal	colitis/tumor	-perforation	 3	2	 3	2	 1.00*	 3	2	 3	2	 1.00*	 1.00*	 1.00*	
Colitis	-perforation	 3	1	 3	1	 1.00*		 3	1	 3	1	 1.00*	 1.00*	 1.00*	
Enteritis	 1	 2	 0.659*	 1	 1	 1.00*	 1.00*	 0.659*	
Pneumoperitoneu
m	


















1	 1	 1.00*	 1	 1	 1.00*		 1.00*	 1.00*		
Obstructing	VUJ	
calculus	
1	 1	 1.00*	 1	 1	 1.00*	 1.00*	 1.00*	
Occluded	aortic	




























































































Study	subjects	15	patients	(7	female,	8	male)	with	a	mean	age	of	26.5±6.1	years	of	age	were	included	in	the	study.	Table	5.1	demonstrates	the	change	in	mean	BMI,	FEV1,	and	FVC	over	the	study	period.	BMI	increased	significantly	compared	to	baseline	after	1	year	of	treatment.	FEV1	and	FVC	increased	significantly	compared	to	baseline	at	1	and	2	years	of	treatment.	No	significant	difference	was	observed	for	any	of	the	measures	between	1	year	and	2	years.			 Baseline	 1-year	 2-years	
BMI	(kg/m2)	 21.38±3.18	 22.94±3.63*	 22.37±2.44	
FEV1	(%	predicted)	 63.4±17.5	 74.27±16.33***	 72.2±17.54**	









DLP	(mGy.cm)	 5.89±1.24	 5.04±0.52	 0.01*	
ED	(mSv)	 0.10±0.02	 0.09±0.01	 0.02*	
CTDIvol	(mGy)	 46.9±9.78	 0.017±0.01	 <0.0001*	























































































































































as	mild,	moderate	and	severe	in	47.4%	(n=9),	10.5%	(n=2),	and	42.1%	(n=8)	at	2-years,	respectively	(Figure	5.9).	47.4%	(n=9)	of	patients	had	bronchiectasis	involving	more	than	9	bronchopulmonary	segments	and	42.1%	(n=8)	had	bronchiectasis	involving	between	6	and	9	bronchopulmonary	segments	with	no	significant	interval	change	between	studies.		A	single	patient	had	between	1	and	5	sacculations	at	1-year,	with	22%	(n=4)	having	between	1	and	5	sacculations	and	26%	(n=5)	having	between	6	and	9	sacculations	at	2-years	(Figure	5.10).	Air	trapping	was	graded	as	mild	in	47.4%	(n=9)	and	moderate	in	23%	(n=3)	of	patients	at	1-year.	No	air	trapping	was	identified	on	any	of	the	2-year	inspiratory-phase	only	LD-MBIR	studies.		Subsegmental	consolidation	or	collapse	was	present	in	23%	(n=3)	of	patients	at	1-year	and	47.4%	(n=9)	of	patients	at	2-years.	Lobar	consolidation	was	present	in	10.5%	(n=2)	of	patients	at	1-year	and	2-years.	There	was	a	significant	decrease	in	the	severity	of	bronchiectasis	and	peribronchial	thickening	at	2-years	compared	to	the	1-year	studies,	with	a	significant	increase	in	the	number	of	cases	with	sacculations	and	subsegmental	consolidation	or	collapse.		 Lung	abnormality	 1-year	 2-years	
Bhalla	score	 11.03±2.7	 10.9±3.99	
Bronchiectasis	 2.3±0.82	 1.9±0.97*	
Peribronchial	thickening	 1.3±0.89	 0.58±0.90**	
Extent	of	bronchiectasis	 2.7±0.58	 2.7±0.68	
Extent	of	mucus	plugging	 1.5±1.17	 1.5±0.90	
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Sacculations	or	abscesses	 0.05±0.23	 0.74±0.87**	
Generations	of	bronchial	
divisions	
2.5±0.90	 2.3±0.82	
Bullae		 0.26±0.65	 0.11±0.32	
Emphysema	 0.79±0.71	 0	
Collapse	or	consolidation	 0.37±0.68	 0.68±0.67*	
Table	5.3	Change	in	qualitative	scores	of	disease	severity	(Bhalla	score)	between	the	1-year	and	2-year	CT	studies.	Data	are	expressed	as	mean±SD.	*	denotes	the	degree	of	statistical	significant	change	between	the	studies.		
Digital	ray	sum	radiographs		Digital	ray	sum	radiographs	were	generated	for	each	LD-MBIR	study	and	compared	to	the	most	recent	chest	radiograph	(mean	time	3.4±2.1	months).	Inter-rater	variability	measures	were	strong	for	total	qualitative	score	for	both	the	digital	ray	sum	(ICC	0.817,CI,	0.74	to	0.871,	p<0.001)	and	chest	radiographs	(ICC	0.81,	CI,	0.717	to	0.857,	p<0.001);	hence,	mean	rater	scores	were	used	for	comparison.	Both	digital	ray	sum	and	chest	radiograph	images	had	acceptable	to	highly	scores	qualitative	scores	for	all	parameters	assessed.	Depiction	of	pulmonary	vascular	structures	was	significantly	superior	for	chest	radiographs	(median	2,	range	2-3	vs.	median	3,	range	2-3,	p<0.0001).	All	other	comparisons	were	non-significant.	There	was	moderate	agreement	between	raters	on	both	the	ray	sum	and	chest	radiographs	for	the	detection	of	consolidation	(k=0.526,	p=0.011;	k=0.561,	p=0.015),	ground-glass	opacities	(k=0.556,	p=0.09;	k=0.621,	p=0.02),	atelectasis	(k=0.471,	p=0.43;	k=0.478,	p=0.17),	volume	loss	(k=0.53,	p=0.814;	k=0.457,	
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p=0.08),	and	scarring	(k=0.723,	p=0.002;	k=0.482,	p=0.15).	There	was	fair	to	poor	agreement	for	the	detection	of	mucus	plugging,	bronchiectasis,	and	cavitation.	No	patient	had	a	pleural	effusion	or	pneumothorax.	Comparisons	between	digital	ray	sum	and	chest	radiograph	images	for	rater	1	showed	perfect	agreement	for	ground-glass	opacities	(k=1,	p<0.001)	and	bronchiectasis	(k=1,	p<0.001),	very	good	agreement	for	scarring	(k=0.852,	p<0.001),	and	moderate	agreement	for	consolidation	(k=0.525,	p=0.011),	atelectasis	(k=0.620,	p=0.004),	cavitation	(k=0.609,	p<=0.02),	mucus	plugging	(k=0.491,	p=0.16),	and	volume	loss	(k=0.471,	p=0.43).		Comparisons	between	digital	ray	sum	and	chest	radiograph	images	for	rater	2	showed	perfect	agreement	for	atelectasis	(k=1,	p<0.001),	very	good	agreement	for	volume	loss	(k=0.852,	p<0.001)	and	scarring	(k=0.87,	p=0.03),	and	moderate	agreement	for	ground-glass	opacities	(k=0.491,	p=0.16)	and	cavitation	(k=0.437,	p=0.63).	There	was	fair	agreement	for	consolidation	(k=0.341,	p=0.138),	mucus	plugging	(k=0.367,	p=0.099),	and	bronchiectasis	(k=0.217,	p=0.63).		
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Figure	5.9	Representative	coronal	(a)	and	sagittal	(b)	CT	images	with	a	digital	ray	sum	chest	radiograph	(e)	acquired	in	20-year-old	male	patient	with	cystic	fibrosis	at	24	months	of	treatment	with	Ivacaftor	using	the	volumetric	low-dose	MBIR	protocol	(effective	dose	0.08mSv).	There	is	severe	bronchiectasis	affecting	more	than	nine	bronchopulmonary	segments	and	sixth-generation	bronchial	divisions.	Bronchial	wall	thickening	was	moderate	with	mucous	plugging	affected	more	than	nine	bronchopulmonary	segments.	There	were	fewer	than	five	sacculations,	fewer	than	three	bullae,	and	no	lung	consolidation	or	collapse.	The	Bhalla	score	was	16.				
	
Figure	5.10	Representative	multiplanar	CT	images	(a-e)	with	a	digital	ray	sum	radiograph	(f)	acquired	in	26-year-old	male	patient	with	cystic	fibrosis	at	24	months	of	treatment	with	Ivacaftor	using	the	volumetric	low-dose	MBIR	protocol	(effective	dose	0.08mSv).	There	is	moderate	bronchiectasis	affecting	between	six	
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and	nine	bronchopulmonary	segments	and	sixth-generation	bronchial	divisions.	Bronchial	wall	thickening	was	mild	with	mucous	plugging	affected	between	six	and	nine	bronchopulmonary	segments.	There	were	between	six	and	nine	sacculations,	fewer	than	three	bullae,	and	segmental	lung	consolidation.	The	Bhalla	score	was	15.			
Discussion	
Respiratory	disease	accounts	for	over	80%	of	deaths	in	patients	with	CF.143	Consequently,	there	has	been	a	six-fold	increase	in	the	use	of	CT	in	CF	to	monitor	pulmonary	disease	progression	and	complications	over	the	past	fifteen	years.7	It	is	estimated	that	patients	with	CF	will	undergo	an	average	of	3.2	chest	CT	scans	during	their	lifetime	resulting	in	CEDs	far	in	excess	of	the	general	population.180	The	mean	age	of	the	first	CT	scan	has	also	fallen,	from	20	years	for	patients	born	before	1980	to	1.9	years	for	patients	born	after	1997.164	Chest	CT	performed	at	such	a	young	age	can	readily	detect	the	earliest	radiological	manifestation	of	CF;	mucus	plugging.	Chest	CT	has	also	been	shown	to	be	more	sensitive	for	the	detection	of	lung	function	deterioration	and	superior	for	the	quantification	of	bronchiectasis	compared	to	both	chest	radiography	and	PFTs.147,	148,	181	CT	can	thus	provide	valuable	information	regarding	presence	and	type	of	complication,	and	estimation	of	disease	severity	to	inform	management	decisions	such	as	consideration	of	patients	for	lung	transplantation,	as	well	as	predicting	future	morbidity	and	guiding	prognosis.163	The	major	limitation	to	the	use	of	sequential	chest	CT	to	monitor	pulmonary	disease	progression	in	patients	with	CF	is	the	cumulative	radiation	dose	
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incurred.7	Physicians	must	remain	cognizant	of	the	risk	of	radiation-induced	carcinogenesis,	and	given	the	improving	life	expectancy	among	CF	patients,182	and	the	increasing	use	of	CT	to	monitor	pulmonary	disease,	it	is	imperative	to	keep	radiation	exposure	from	chest	CT	as	low	as	reasonably	possible	without	compromising	diagnostic	performance.	There	is	currently	major	industry	drive	to	develop	and	implement	new	dose	reduction	technologies	in	CT.	Chest	CT	is	well	suited	to	the	development	of	dose	optimization	protocols	with	the	high	inherent	contrast	and	low	radiation	absorption	of	the	lung.183		Many	dose	reduction	strategies	utilized	to	date	have	resulted	in	increased	levels	of	image	noise	and	reduced	image	quality,	which	has	a	negative	impact	on	the	ability	of	CT	images	to	detect	and	characterize	pathology.	Advanced	IR	algorithms	that	serve	to	improve	image	quality	through	noise	reduction	and	spatial	resolution	improvements,	thus	facilitating	the	generation	of	diagnostic	quality	images	at	reduced	radiation	doses,	have	been	studied	in	recent	years.		Hybrid	IR	systems	have	been	well	validated	in	chest	CT	achieving	dose	reductions	in	the	order	of	46%	to	80%	without	compromising	image	quality.184,185		MBIR	has	enabled	even	greater	dose	reductions	than	hybrid	IR186	with	one	preliminary	study	reporting	the	acquisition	of	diagnostic	quality	chest	CT	images	at	a	dose	approaching	that	of	a	PA	and	lateral	chest	radiograph	(0.16 ± 0.006mSv).162	We	achieved	an	even	greater	dose	reduction	with	our	protocol	that	enabled	the	acquisition	of	a	diagnostically	acceptable,	full-volume,	low-dose	CT	thorax	at	a	dose	equivalent	to	a	PA	and	lateral	chest	radiograph	(0.09±0.01mSv).	Performance	of	ASIR	at	this	dose	level	was	suboptimal	with	LD-
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ASIR	images	having	significantly	higher	levels	of	image	noise	and	inferior	qualitative	scores	than	LD-MBIR	images.	We	recognize	the	limitations	of	our	study.		A	concurrent	conventional	dose	CT	scan	was	not	performed	as	a	reference	‘gold	standard’.	However,	we	believed	that	an	additional	conventional	dose	study	was	not	ethically	justifiable	as	our	aim	was	to	develop	a	low-dose	protocol	to	replace	chest	radiography	for	the	purpose	of	routine	pulmonary	disease	assessment,	and	as	all	patients	were	clinically	stable,	no	indication	existed	to	perform	a	conventional	dose	study.	Comparison	of	disease	severity	scores	may	not	be	entirely	comparable	as	the	limited	section	protocol	may	have	lead	to	clinically	important	disease	being	missed.	In	addition,	expiratory	phase	imaging	was	omitted	from	the	LD	MBIR	protocol	and	a	comparison	could	not	be	made	with	the	expiratory	sections	of	the	7-section	ASIR	studies.	Furthermore,	our	patient	cohort	was	small	which	limits	the	strength	of	the	conclusions	drawn.	Imaging	of	the	mediastinum	and	upper	abdomen	was	suboptimal	with	both	protocols.	However,	assessment	of	the	mediastinum	is	of	less	concern	in	patients	with	CF	where	evaluation	of	pulmonary	disease	is	the	primary	intention.	This	is	therefore	an	acceptable	limitation	in	our	opinion,	given	the	substantial	reduction	in	radiation	dose	achieved.			MBIR	currently	requires	a	prolonged	processing	time	of	approximately	40	minutes,	which	has	limited	its	widespread	introduction	into	clinical	practice,	especially	in	the	emergency	setting.	However,	this	is	unlikely	to	be	prohibitive	to	the	routine	assessment	of	pulmonary	disease	in	patients	with	CF,	particularly	in	stable	patients	in	an	outpatient	setting.	
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The	findings	of	our	study	strengthen	the	case	for	the	use	of	low-dose	CT	in	patients	with	CF	with	some	experts	suggesting	that	surveillance	CT	should	be	performed	biannually.187	Our	low-dose	protocol	could	also	potentially	have	a	role	in	screening	for	non-CF	bronchiectasis.	Low-dose	CT	in	this	setting	may	detect	mild	bronchiectasis	and	prevent	patients	with	early	bronchiectasis	and	a	normal	chest	radiograph	being	misdiagnosed	as	having	asthma.188	Thus	in	the	assessment	of	non-CF	patients	presenting	with	suspected	bronchiectasis,	consideration	should	be	given	to	the	replacement	of	chest	radiograph	with	low-dose	chest	CT	reconstructed	with	MBIR.	In	conclusion,	the	use	of	MBIR	with	a	volumetric	low-dose	protocol	enabled	the	acquisition	of	diagnostic	quality	chest	CT	images	at	a	dose	equivalent	to	that	of	a	PA	and	lateral	chest	radiograph.		
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Chapter	VI	
Conclusion		
Quantifying	the	risk	of	detrimental	effects	from	radiation	exposure	through	medical	imaging	is	difficult	and	remains	an	area	of	debate.	While	it	is	generally	accepted	that	exposure	to	high	doses	of	ionizing	radiation	places	an	individual	at	an	exponentially	increased	risk	of	developing	cancer	in	their	lifetime,	the	risk	of	cancer	induction	associated	with	the	relatively	low	levels	of	radiation	exposure	incurred	during	diagnostic	imaging	remains	uncertain.		Many	authors	have	questioned	the	applicability	of	the	traditional	linear	no-
threshold	model	to	low-dose	exposures,	proposing	instead	a	threshold-model	of	cancer	risk	with	the	risk	increasing	exponentially	with	cumulative	radiation	doses	in	excess	of	75	to	100mSv.	While	this	threshold	is	unlikely	to	be	encountered	in	the	majority	of	patients	undergoing	diagnostic	imaging,	acceptance	of	the	threshold-model	does	not	negate	a	physician’s	responsibility	to	keep	patient	radiation	exposures	as	low	as	reasonably	practicable	and	to	have	adequate	justification	for	exposure.	This	is	especially	true	in	at-risk	groups	such	as	young	patients	and	patients	with	chronic	medical	conditions	at	risk	for	high	cumulative	radiation	doses	from	repeated	diagnostic	CT	imaging.	CT	is	currently	the	greatest	contributor	to	medical	radiation	population	dose;	hence	strategies	targeting	dose	reduction	in	CT	are	critical	in	limiting	high	cumulative	radiation	doses	in	patients.	The	European	Society	of	Radiology	and	US	Summit	on	Management	of	Radiation	dose	in	CT	have	set	1mSv	or	less	as	a	target	effective	dose	when	performing	CT	imaging	of	any	body	part189,	190	
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As	outlined	in	chapter	I,	there	are	several	dose	optimization	strategies	that	may	be	employed	including	judicious	protocoling	to	minimize	the	number	of	phases	acquired,	use	of	clinical	decision	support	tools,	limiting	the	scan	range,	ensuring	correct	patient	positioning	in	the	gantry,	noise	reduction	filters,	and	automated	tube	current	and	voltage	selection	techniques.	Ultimately,	strategies	that	work	to	eliminating	unnecessary	examinations	and	phases	will	likely	have	the	greatest	effect	on	lowering	overall	population	CT	radiation	dose.	IR	algorithms	are	one	of	the	most	significant	developments	in	CT	dose	optimization	in	recent	years.	Hybrid	IR	uses	a	distinct	percentage	or	‘blend’	of	both	IR	and	FBP	and	is	not	too	computationally	intense	or	time-consuming	to	perform	on	today's	CT	computer	systems.	Pure	IR	is	a	newer	IR	technique	that	also	models	system	optics	to	create	the	final	image.		The	process	is	mathematically	more	complex	but	reportedly	more	accurate	than	hybrid	IR.	MBIR,	the	focus	of	this	thesis,	is	one	such	algorithm.		As	CT	manufacturers	adopt	different	algorithmic	approaches	to	pure	IR	and	the	exact	methodology	is	proprietary	and	generally	unknown,	careful	clinical	validation	of	MBIR	as	a	dose	reduction	technique	is	essential	prior	to	its	widespread	introduction	into	clinical	practice.		We	performed	a	preliminary	technical	and	anthropomorphic	phantom	and	cadaveric	study	to	examine	the	performance	of	MBIR	compared	to	FBP	and	hybrid	IR	with	regard	to	noise	reduction	and	image	quality	over	a	range	of	radiation	dose	levels.	We	found	MBIR	to	have	significantly	lower	levels	of	objective	image	noise	in	all	CT	abdominal	data	sets	and	almost	all	CT	thorax	data	sets	compared	to	FBP	in	the	torso	phantom.	The	greatest	noise	reduction	was	seen	at	the	ultra-low-dose	level	with	noise	reductions	of	74%	and	86.9%	for	
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thorax	and	abdominal	data	sets,	respectively.	In	addition,	MBIR	significantly	outperformed	hybrid	IR	in	terms	of	noise	reduction	at	all	dose	levels	in	the	abdomen	and	at	the	two	lowest	dose	levels	in	the	thorax.		A	similar	finding	was	observed	for	subjective	image	noise	and	quality	assessment	with	the	greatest	mean	difference	compared	to	FBP	and	hybrid	IR	also	being	observed	for	both	thorax	and	abdominal	data	sets	at	the	lowest	radiation	dose	level.		With	regard	to	the	cadaveric	abdominal	CT	scans,	MBIR	datasets	had	significantly	lower	levels	of	objective	image	noise	compared	to	both	FBP	and	hybrid	IR	at	both	conventional	and	low-dose	levels	with	the	greatest	noise	reduction	observed	at	the	lowest	radiation	dose	level.	A	similar	finding	was	observed	for	the	qualitative	indices	with	the	greatest	improvement	in	image	quality	also	observed	at	the	lowest	dose	level.		Compared	to	conventional	dose	images	reconstructed	with	hybrid	IR,	MBIR	facilitated	the	acquisition	of	images	with	lower	levels	of	image	noise,	higher	diagnostic	quality	and	contrast	resolution	scores,	and	comparable	subjective	image	noise	and	streak	artefact	scores,	while	enabling	a	62%	dose	reduction.	Given	these	findings,	we	concluded	that	the	greatest	utility	of	MBIR	is	in	the	performance	of	ultra-low-dose	CT,	as	at	this	level	its’	noise	reducing	capabilities	can	be	maximized.		We	subsequently	performed	a	clinical	study	to	assess	if	a	low-dose	carotid	CTA	protocol	performed	with	MBIR	has	comparable	diagnostic	accuracy	to	a	conventional	dose	protocol.	We	found	both	protocols	to	be	comparable	in	terms	of	image	quality	and	diagnostic	interpretation,	despite	a	significant	reduction	in	mean	effective	dose	from	3.7mSv	(range	3.04-6.31mSv)	to	1.8mSv	(range	1.51-2.22mSv),	representing	a	mean	effective	dose	reduction	of	50%.	
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The	low-dose	MBIR	protocol	correctly	identified	all	6	occluded	internal	carotid	arteries	with	excellent	agreement	with	the	conventional	dose	studies	for	stenosis	grading	accuracy	in	the	non-occluded	internal	carotid	arteries.	A	single	stenosis	grading	was	underestimated	from	‘50-69%’	to	‘<50%’	in	one	patient.	On	review,	this	was	a	patient	with	a	51%	degree	of	ICA	stenosis	and	in	patients	with	a	borderline	stenosis	grading	as	assessed	with	the	low-dose	protocol,	we	recommend	consideration	of	performance	of	the	conventional	dose	protocol	if	patient	management	would	be	altered.	In	addition,	unlike	a	prior	study	assessing	low-dose	CT	carotid	angiography	that	reported	poor	image	quality	at	the	level	of	the	common	carotid	artery	due	to	streak	artefact,	we	found	superior	image	quality	and	streak	artefact	scores	at	this	level	and	do	not	report	any	diagnostic	limitation.	Chapter	IV	outlines	a	prospective	feasibility	study	assessing	the	utility	of	a	modified	low-dose	abdominopelvic	CT	protocol	using	MBIR	in	patients	presenting	to	the	emergency	department	with	acute	abdominal	symptoms.	We	acquired	the	low-dose	MBIR	studies	at	a	mean	ED	of	2.38±1.78mSv,	which	equates	to	a	radiation	dose	reduction	of	74.7%	compared	to	a	conventional	dose	protocol	using	hybrid	IR,	without	compromising	diagnostic	accuracy.	Previous	groups	performing	low-dose	abdominopelvic	CT	have	employed	a	fixed	tube-time-current	product	technique,	which	ensures	a	more	predictable	radiation	exposure,	regardless	of	body	habitus.136,	137		The	use	of	ATCM	in	our	study,	which	balances	radiation	dose	against	image	quality,	resulted	in	higher	radiation	exposures	with	increasing	BMI.	As	56%	of	our	patients	had	a	BMI	of	≥25	kg/m2,	the	overall	mean	radiation	exposure	exceeded	the	target	peri-millisievert	range.	However,	in	patients	with	a	BMI	of	
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<25	kg/m2,	diagnostically	acceptable	low-dose	images	were	acquired	in	the	target	peri-millisievert	(1.16±0.76mSv)	range,	a	level	which	is	not	very	different	to	typical	exposures	of	0.7mSv	associated	with	plain	abdominal	radiography.	This	represents	a	mean	ED	dose	reduction	of	87.6%	for	patients	with	a	BMI	of	<25	kg/m2,	compared	to	conventional	dose	protocols.	A	major	strength	of	this	study	was	the	inclusion	of	a	wide	range	of	pathologies	that	may	present	with	acute	abdominal	pain,	which	increases	the	generalizability	of	our	study	results.	We	are	currently	conducting	a	prospective	feasibility	study	using	the	low-dose	MBIR	protocol	alone	in	selected	patients	presenting	to	the	emergency	department	with	acute	abdominal	symptoms	targeting	the	submillisievert	range.	We	subsequently	utilized	MBIR	to	acquire	diagnostically	acceptable,	volumetric,	low-dose	chest	CT	studies	at	a	dose	equivalent	to	that	of	a	PA	and	lateral	chest	radiograph	(mean	ED	0.09±0.01mSv).	Initial	efforts	at	our	institution	to	optimize	dose	from	chest	CT	in	patients	with	CF	involved	the	development	of	a	non-contiguous	thin-section	protocol	performed	at	a	mean	effective	dose	of	0.14±0.05mSv	in	pediatric	patients.77	Although	excellent	correlation	was	observed	between	disease	severity	scores	and	chest	radiography	scores	in	this	study,	limiting	the	number	of	slices	to	reduce	dose	may	potentially	impact	accurate	assessment	of	true	disease	severity.	Our	volumetric	protocol	enabled	reliable	calculation	of	CT	disease	severity	scores,	which	was	used	to	monitor	disease	progression	in	patients	with	CF.	Early	and	sustained	improvements	in	CT	disease	severity	scores	as	assessed	with	our	ultra-low-dose	technique	have	recently	been	shown	to	parallel	improvements	in	respiratory	symptoms,	circulating	inflammatory	markers,	and	favourable	changes	in	the	lung	microbiota.191	This	ultra-low-dose	protocol	is	currently	employed	at	our	
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institution	for	the	surveillance	of	pulmonary	disease	in	all	patients	with	CF,	as	well	the	detection	and	monitoring	of	lung	disease	in	young	patients	with	suspected	and	known	non-CF	bronchiectasis	in	lieu	of	chest	radiography.		The	advantages	of	our	novel	low-dose	protocol	over	the	7-section	low-dose	protocol	include	acquisition	of	a	full	volume	of	data	allowing	thin	contiguous	cuts.		Thus	the	airways	can	be	systematically	evaluated	throughout	their	course	from	centrally	to	peripherally.	Another	major	advantage	is	the	ability	to	generate	high	quality	multiplanar	and	3D	reconstructions.		In	our	experience,	coronal	reconstructions,	in	particular,	are	extremely	useful	in	assessing	the	severity	and	location	of	parenchymal	and	airway	complications	of	CF.	We	believe	that	the	additional	ability	to	generate	a	digital	ray	sum	radiographs	is	also	valuable	in	comparing	the	location	and	severity	of	CF	complications	with	earlier	chest	radiographs,	when	prior	CT	scans	are	not	available	for	review.	There	are	a	number	of	limitations	to	the	MBIR	technology	that	must	be	acknowledged.	A	significant	capital	investment	of	approximately	250,000	to	300,000	euros	is	required	to	install	the	technology.	This	may	not	be	economically	feasible	at	many	centers	not	employing	MBIR	as	their	primary	reconstruction	algorithm.	High	computational	load	with	a	lengthy	reconstruction	time	of	approximately	30	minutes	remains	one	of	the	greatest	challenges	for	pure	IR,	potentially	prohibiting	its	use	in	certain	clinical	settings.	However,	this	is	unlikely	to	be	prohibitive	for	most	patients	and	it	is	likely	that	further	advances	in	the	technology	will	shorten	the	processing	time	required	expanding	its	applicability	to	all	settings,	including	trauma.	Other	strategies	such	as	eliminating	oral	contrast	or	administration	of	oral	contrast	over	a	shorter	time	period	would	also	expedite	scanning	but	the	impact	of	these	strategies	on	the	
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diagnostic	accuracy	of	low-dose	abdominopelvic	CT	has	yet	to	be	investigated.	MBIR-reconstructed	images	have	a	unique	‘waxy’	and	‘smooth’	appearance	compared	to	FBP	and	hybrid	IR-reconstructed	images.	However,	the	readers	at	our	institution	found	that	they	quickly	become	accustomed	to	the	texture	difference.		There	are	other	pure	IR	algorithms	commercially	available	from	other	venders	to	which	our	findings	may	not	be	entirely	applicable	and	independent	validation	of	these	techniques	may	be	required.	Direct	comparisons	between	pure	IR	algorithms	offered	by	different	vendors	is	generally	difficult	as	image	acquisition	and	reconstruction	are	fully	integrated	and	vendor	specific	on	most	CT	systems.	Thus	data	cannot	be	reconstructed	with	a	different	vendors’	algorithm.	A	phantom	study	comparing	MBIR	with	IMR	(Philips	Healthcare,	Eindhoven,	The	Netherlands)	indicates	a	marginal	superiority	of	IMR	with	regard	to	objective	noise	reduction.192	We	did	not	assess	the	utility	of	MBIR	in	cone-beam	CT	but	prior	studies	report	superior	noise	reduction	and	improved	image	quality	when	MBIR	is	used	in	this	setting.193	Its	utility	in	dose	reduction	has	not	yet	been	assessed	but	it	has	promising	potential.		The	split-dose	technique	adopted	in	this	thesis	was	a	novel	method	of	providing	simultaneously	low	and	conventional	dose	imaging	enabling	patients	to	act	as	their	own	controls	while	ensuring	patient	safety.	This	technique	enabled	to	us	to	achieve	a	dose	reduction	of	75%	in	abdominopelvic	CT,	a	dose	reduction	in	keeping	with	prior	studies.73,	119,	120	There	are	limited	reports	of	dose	reduction	with	MBIR	beyond	the	80%	range	in	the	abdomen	with	one	study	reporting	images	of	insufficient	diagnostic	quality.194	Given	the	average	to	above	average	image	quality	scores	and	satisfactory	comparable	diagnostic	performance	of	our	
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low-dose	protocol,	further	dose	reductions	without	compromising	diagnostic	performance	may	be	feasible	in	future	studies.	Careful	consideration	needs	to	be	given	to	the	potential	detrimental	effects	of	dose	reduction	beyond	the	80%	range	and	further	studies	are	required.	The	benefits	of	pure	IR	to	the	staff	of	diagnostic	radiology	departments	also	needs	to	be	considered.	While	the	annual	occupational	exposure	incurred	by	CT	scan	workers	is	relatively	less	than	those	working	other	areas	such	as	fluoroscopy195,	pure	IR	is	likely	to	further	reduce	this	exposure,	particularly	for	staff	involved	in	the	performance	of	CT-guided	procedures.	This	thesis	examined	the	potential	role	of	MBIR	in	the	development	of	low-dose	CT	carotid	angiography,	chest	and	abdominopelvic	protocols.	MBIR	facilitated	the	acquisition	of	low-dose	CT	images	at	radiation	doses	approaching	the	one	millisievert	target	suggested	by	the	ESR	and	US	Summit	on	Management	of	Radiation	Dose	in	CT.	Chest	CT	was	performed	at	a	radiation	dose	equivalent	to	that	of	a	PA	and	lateral	chest	radiograph	while	abdominopelvic	CT	was	performed	in	the	peri-	and	submillisievert	range	in	patients	of	normal	and	low	BMI,	respectively.	Dose	reduction	to	the	submillisievert	range	for	patients	with	an	elevated	BMI	remains	a	challenge.		The	current	era	is	extremely	exciting	in	terms	of	radiation	dose	optimization	in	CT.		This	thesis	is	a	demonstration	of	the	potential	for	substantial	reductions	in	radiation	exposure,	when	the	benefits	of	iterative	reconstruction	are	combined	with	automated	tube	current	modulation	and	other	CT	scanner	technologies.	The	combination	of	all	these	hardware	and	software	developments	is	now	seeing	major	benefits	for	the	patient	and	moving	beyond	the	narrow	aim	of	radiation	exposure	reduction	to	a	complete	change	in	practice,	towards	replacement	of	
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conventional	radiography	with	low-dose	CT,	without	any	penalty	for	the	patient	in	terms	of	radiation	exposure.	
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